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ABSTRACT 
This paper contains an existence theorem describing the way in which the global 
maximum magnitude of a symmetric n-linear form can be attained on a product of 
unit spheres. The application of a corollary to the theorem arises in the context of 
structural mechanics, and a previous attempt at a proof of this has been shown to be 
invalid. Some interesting aspects of the problem are highlighted by the proof of the 
theorem, which leads to some results for homogeneous polynomials. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains the inductive proof of a theorem concerning the 
extreme values taken by a symmetric n-linear form over a product of unit 
spheres. A use of this theorem is to be found in applications of mathematics 
to structural mechanics-in particular, the study of lowest failure loads for 
elastic buckling problems via a variational study of the associated potential 
energy function. Applications of the corollary to the theorem (Theorem 1) 
can be found in [3, 41. An attempt at a proof of the theorem is given in [3], 
but this proof omits a rather interesting exceptional case and is therefore not 
valid. This case is covered in a proof of the corollary given in [l] for 
symmetric bilinear and t&near forms, but a proof is not given there for the 
general case of n-linear forms. It is also shown in [l] how the general theorem 
leads to a proof of some useful inequalities for trigonometric polynomials. 
These inequalities are used in [l, 5, 61 in a similar structural mechanics 
context to the above. An alternative proof for these inequalities is given in [S]. 
The details of the proof of the theorem given here wiIl be seen to throw 
some light on the way in which it might usefully be applied. Some results for 
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homogeneous polynomials will be given in conclusion. Prior to the statement 
and proof of the theorem there follow some definitions and notation. 
Let a’ , . . . , a” be a set of m-vectors with components a{, i = 1,. . . , m. An 
n-linear form T is the scalar defined by 
T(a’,. . . ,a”) = Ti ,,.,., i.af, . . . a:“, 0) 
where the summation convention is employed for all the repeated indices 
over I..., m. It wiIl be assumed throughout that not all of the coefficients 
Ti,,...,i. are zero. Clearly the n-linear form is linear in each vector separately. 
An n-linear form is called symmetric if it is invariant under all permuta- 
tions of its argument vectors. This will be true if and only if the coefficients 
T. t, ,_,, i, are the same for all permutations of the indices. 
‘It is often useful to think of T as a dot product of two vectors. Consider 
the vector t i which has components 
The vector t j can be denoted by 
tj=T(a\ ,..., aj-l,.,ajcl ,..., a”). (3) 
Then 
T(a’,..., a”) = T(a’ ,a.*, aj-l aj+l >*> ,...,a”).aj. (4) 
It is also useful to note that the components of tj can be obtained by 
differentiation with respect to a{, i = 1,. . . , m. That is, 
C3T 
y = q. 
aa{ 
So then 
l3T 
aai = T(a’,.,., aj-i;,aj+‘,..., a”). 
These observations will be used subsequently. 
The theorem which follows refers to the greatest magnitude that a 
symmetric n-linear form can take for unit vectors. This will be denoted by 
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T*. That is 
max IT(a’,...,a”)l=T*. 
iJyy’ , ..,n 
(7) 
Two forms of abbreviated notation will be used in the proofs and are as 
follows: 
q(a;b) = T( a,...,a ,v), 
n-i 
terms terms 
i=O >**., 12, (8) 
Ti(a;b;c) = T 
( 
a, b ,..., b ,c ,..., c 
1 , 
i=O fl. >a.*, (9) 
n-1-1 i 
terms terms 
THEOREM 1. Let T be any symmetric n-linear fnm with n >, 2. Then: 
(i) There exists a unit vector v such that 
T(v,. , . , v) = k T*. 00) 
(ii) Zf there exists a pair of unit vectors a, b with a z &b such that 
T(a,b ,..., b) = T*, (11) 
then there exists a pair of orthogonal unit vectors v,v’ which lie in the plane 
of a and b and satisfy 
i=O,...,n. (12) 
Moreover v and v’ can be found to achieve either choice of sign. Also, for 
any v,v’ which satisfy the equations (12) it must be the case that v f *b. 
Note that i = 0 in Equation (12) gives 
T(v,..., v) = &- T*, (13) 
which is consistent with part (i). 
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An immediate corollary from the theorem is as follows 
COROLLARY. For any bounded symm.&ic n-linear form T there exists a 
set of n parallel unit vectors VI,. . . , v n such that 
T(d,...,v”) =T*. (14) 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by induction on the proposition, P,,, 
that the theorem is true for n-linear forms. Pz is proved first. 
Let T(a,b) be a symmetric bilinear form. Since T is bounded, there exist 
unit vectors a, 6 such that 
T(a,B)= ls,mg JT(aJdI=T* (15) s P 
If a = + fi, then part (i) of the theorem follows. In order to prove part (ii) 
and to show part (i) is always true, assume that a # + f3. Since a, fi give an 
extreme value for T(a,b) subject to the constraint bl= PI= 1, they also give 
an extreme value for the function 
F(a,b) = T(a,b)+ X,a-a+ A,b*b (16) 
for some values of the Lagrange multipliers Xi and A,. Thus a, B are unit 
vectors which are solutions of aF/aa = ii’F/a b = 0. That is, 
T(*,b)+2A,a=O, (17) 
T(a;)+2X,p = 0, (18) 
a*a=fl.fi=l. (19) 
These relationships wilI be used to construct a pair of orthogonal unit vectors 
in terms of a, fi which satisfy part (ii) of the theorem. Taking the dot 
products of Equations (17) and (18) with a and f3 respectively and using (19) 
gives 
X,=X,= -$T*. (20) 
Using this and the symmetry of T, Equations (17)-(19) can be expressed as 
T(.,fS)=T*a, (21) 
T(*,a)= -T*b. (22) 
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Adding and subtracting these gives 
T(*,a+f3)=T*(a+@) 
T(.,a-fi)= -T*(a-fi) 
(23) 
(24) 
The required orthogonal unit vectors are 
a+B a-B 
v=lu+y v’= gq. (25) 
It is clear that for this choice v f * a and v # + l!l. In terms of these, 
Equations (23) and (24) have the form 
T(. ,v) = T*v, (26) 
T(. ,v’) = - TV. (27) 
Taking the dot products of Equations (26) and (27) with v and v’ yields the 
following results: 
T(v,v) = T*, (28) 
T(v,v’) = 0, (29) 
T(v’,v’) = - T*. (36) 
Note that if v and v’ are swapped, then the signs in these equations are 
reversed. From the definitions (25) it can be seen that v,v’ he in the plane of 
a, f3, and so part (ii) of the theorem is true for bilinear forms. Also Equation 
(28) shows that part (i) of the theorem is true for bilinear forms if a # f. l3. 
Since it has already been shown that part (i) is true if a = f f3, the theorem 
must be true for n = 2. That is, Pz is true. 
It will now be shown that P,, _ i j P,,. Any n-linear form T can be thought 
of as a family of (n - l)-linear forms with one of the argument vectors as a 
parameter. For symmetric n-linear forms no generality is lost by taking the 
first vector as the parameter. Thus on assuming part (i) of the theorem to be 
true for ?z - 1, it is true that for all unit vectors a there exists a unit vector a 
such that 
T(a,a,...,a) = mz lT(u,a’,...,a”-‘)I. (31) 
i-l,...,n-1 
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Moreover, there must exist a value for a, a0 say, and a value for a such that 
T(a,,a,...a) = T*. (32) 
If a0 = +a, then part (i) of the theorem is true. In order to prove that part (i) 
is always true and to prove part (ii), it is assumed that a,, # &- a. By symmetry 
Equation (32) can be written 
T(a,a,,a ,..., a) =T*. (33) 
Again thinking of the first vector as fixed, part (ii) of the theorem for n - 1 
gives that there exists a pair of orthogonal unit vectors b and b’ which lie in 
the plane of a0 and a and satisfy 
T,(a;b;b’) = fcos i=O,...,n-1. 
Since either choice of sign can be achieved, the positive sign is chosen. 
Clearly a lies in the plane of b,b’ and so can be written as a linear 
combination of these. Also the equations (34) are unchanged if b’ is replaced 
with - b’. So if the angle between a and b is written as 2nB with 
a.b = cos(2nB) (35) 
then the sign of b’ can always be chosen so that a is given by 
a = C,,b + S,,b’. (36) 
Here Cs, = cos(2nt9, S,, = sin(2nQ. Note that since a # f b, then 0 Z 
0,7r/2n. Substituting this into the equations (34) and using the linearity of T 
gives 
C,,T,(b;b’) + S,,T,+,(b;b’) = cos i=O ,...,n- 1. (37) 
The method of Lagrange multipliers can now be used on T in the same 
way as in the proof of Ps. Butting i = 0 into the equations (34) gives a 
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solution for the extreme value of T as 
T(a,b ,..., b) =T*. (38) 
The Lagrange multiplier argument for this solution leads to the two vector 
equations 
T(.,b ,..., b)=T*a, (3% 
T(.,a,b ,..., b) = T*b. (40) 
Taking the dot product of Equation (39) with b gives 
T(b,. . . , b) = T*a.b, (41) 
or 
T,(b;b’) = C,,T*. (42) 
It is easy to show that using the recursive formula (37) with (42) as a starting 
value gives 
T,(b; b’) = C2,,T*, 
T,(b; b’) = f&T*, 
T,(b;b’) = - C,,T*, 
(43) 
T,(b;b’) = - S,,T*, 
and 
K+4(b; b’) = T,(b; b’) for i=O,...,n-4. (44) 
Note that these are consistent with the unused Lagrange multiplier equation, 
(40). The pair of orthogonal unit vectors v,v’ which are being sought must lie 
in the plane of aa and a. Since b and b’ he in the plane of 0~~ and a, it would 
be possible to write 
v=C,b+S,b (45) 
for some value of q if v, v’ exist. Here C, = cos q8, S, = sin qf?. 
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It is now shown that if v satisfies Equation (13) then it must be the case 
that v # + b. If it is assumed that v = + b and that v satisfies Equation (13), 
then Equations (13) and (41) lead to the conclusion that a-b = + 1. This is a 
contradiction, since part (ii) of the theorem for (n - l)-linear forms gives that 
a # + b. Thus it must be the case that v # + b. It remains to find a value of 9 
such that v, v’ satisfy part (ii) of the theorem. Consider first T,‘,(v; v’) expressed 
in terms of b, b’ using the linearity of T: 
T,(v; v’) = T(v, . . . ,v>= i (y) C,“-“S;Tj(b;b’). 
i=O 
(46) 
Substituting (43) reduces this to 
Tb ,...,v) = - i ( ii)( - l)‘C,“-“‘S; C,,T* 
i=o I 
( - 1)‘CJ-2i+‘S;i]S2nT*, (47) 
where 
n n 
2’ 
n even, 
2’ 
n even, 
T= I---- n-l S= I- n+l (48) 2 ’ n odd, 2 ’ n odd. 
Then by standard results for trigonometric functions of multiple angles [2], 
T(v,. . . , 4 = - 0%&n + %,S2nP* 
= - Cncq-27’*. (49) 
This is an identity for 9 and as such may be differentiated any number of 
times. This fact can be used to provide a short cut for finding expressions for 
Tj(v;v’), i= l,..., n. The alternative is to find expansions similar to (48) for 
each case. From the definitions of v,v’, Equations (44) and (45), it can be 
seen that 
dv dv' 
-=t’v’ and -= -flv 
& & 
(50) 
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Differentiating TJv;v’) with respect to q and using symmetry then gives 
v;v’)=(n-i)T,(.;v;v’)$ 
+iT,,(.;v;v’).dv’ 
dq 
= fqn - i)q+l(v;v’) - eiq_l(v;v’), i=o ,-*.> n. (51) 
This can be used together with the initial solution from (49) to construct a 
recursive expression for Ti(v;v’) and then verify that the solution is 
T,(v;v’)= -cos n(q-2)b’+; T*, 
( ’ 1 
i=o ,..., n. (52) 
Recall that a # *b, so then 8 + 0 and the value of q can be chosen to be 
q = 2 or 2 + r/n6, giving either choice of sign in the desired result. That is, 
(53) 
This proves part (ii) of the theorem and completes the proof of part (i) [put 
i = 0 in (43)]. Thus P,_ 1 * P,,, and since Pz is true, the theorem is true by 
induction for all n >, 2. n 
There now follows some results relating n-forms to their associated 
symmetric n-linear form. 
Let x be an m-vector with components rr,. . ., x,. A general homoge- 
neous polynomial of degree n in x1,. . . , x, has the form 
P(X) = n!Pi ,,,.,, i,Xil . ’ . xi,9 
where the coefficients are the nth order partial derivatives of P and where 
the summation convention is employed for all repeated indices over 1,. . . , m. 
Such a P is called an n-form. A unique symmetric n-linear form T can be 
defined by 
T(a’ ,...,an) = n!P. .a? . . *I.....:” 11 .a;, n (55) 
which has the property that 
P(x) = T(x,...,x) forallx. (56) 
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The uniqueness is evident from the required symmetry properties of T. From 
the corollary to Theorem 1 it is clear that 
Thus IT 1 cannot take values which exceed the maximum value of 1 P 1 when P 
and T are evaluated for unit vectors. 
THEOREM 2. Let P(x) be an nth degree homogeneous polynomial which 
is definite or semidefinite, and let T be the associated symmetrid n-linear 
fm. If a’,..., a” are unit vectors and 
T(a]-,...,a”) = T*, (58) 
then the vectors a1 , . . . , a” must all be parallel. 
Proof. It is found easiest to prove the contrapositive of this theorem. 
Assume that there exists a set of unit vectors a’, . . . ,a” which are not all 
parallel and 
T(a’,...,a”) =T*. (59) 
At least two of the vectors, a’ and aj say, must be such that a” # f a? Since T 
is symmetric, these can be taken as a’ and a2 without loss of generality. If T 
is thought of as an (n - 2)Jinear form with a’ and a2 fixed, then by part (i) of 
Theorem 1 there exists a unit vector b such that 
T(a1,a2,b ,..., b) =T*. (60) 
Note that the positive value for this can always be achieved by replacing a2 
with - a2 if necessary. Since a’ # * a2, at least one of these is not parallel to 
b. By the symmetry of T it can be assumed that a2 # &b without loss of 
generality. If the angle between a2 and b is 2(n - 1)8, then 
a2.b=cos[2(n-1)8], (61) 
and 2(n - l)@ # 0 or f ?T. From the details of the proof of the part (ii) of 
Theorem 1 for n - 1 it can be seen that for all such 8 there exists a unit 
vector v = cqb + S,b’ such that for all values of 4 
T(a’,v,. . . , v) = - cos[(n - l)(q - 2)0] T*. (62) 
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Now if q is chosen so that (N- l)(q - 2)6 = 0 or f r, then ITI will attain its 
maximum value T*. One of these values of q, 2 or 2 + r/(n - l)d, can 
always be chosen so that a’ Z: *v. Thus there exist nonparallel unit vectors a’ 
and v such that 
T(a’,v ,..., v) = T*. (63) 
Again the positive sign can be ensured by replacing a’ with - a’ if necessary. 
This is the premise to part (ii) of Theorem 1, from which it can be concluded 
that there exist unit vectors vi and vs such that 
T(v,,...,v,) = T* 
(64) 
T(v,,..., v2)= -T*. 
This leads to the conclusion that P(x) cannot be definite or semidefinite, 
which proves Theorem 2. n 
It should be noted that Theorem 2 is only useful for even values of n. This 
is because homogeneous polynomials of odd degree are odd functions and 
must therefore be indefinite. 
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